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Q IRIS'HNE MILLER, .tta famous American contralto, proving by personal comparison
dial EdiwiM of .cr entrancing voice cannot he distinguished from the original.
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the only instrument ever invented
that actually Re-Crea- ies

human voice and the sounds of human-playe- d

instruments

npHOMAS A. EDISON perfected this new instrument for the

reproduction of music, recently submitted it to comparison

with the voices of such artists as Marie Rappold, Anna Case

and Arthur Middleton of the Metropolitan Company, Thomas

Chalmers of the Boston-Nation-
al Grand Opera Company, Alice

of the Opera, and Christine Miller, Elizabeth Spencer

Marie the concert singers.
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America's leading newspapers admitted that ihey were unable to detect the slight-

est difference. To differentiate new in- - jtmment from the ordinary talking-machine- s,

critics coined a new expressio n Music's Re-Creati-

These astonishing tests have pr 0Ved conclusively to music critics
everywhere that the New Edi SOn is incomparably superior to
any all other for tr ,e reproduction of sound. We

verdict of the American p fess and music

The New Edison Diamond Amberola
musically superior to any sound reproducing

device not bearing the name of Edison
Through the of manufacture only to Mr. Edison, the Amberola is

so constructed that it reproduces voices the tones of the the the
harp, etc., absolutely like the original as to the keenest, ear.
That is why can hear, through medium of New Edison Diamond Amberola and Blue
Amberol such artists Marie Rappold, prima donna of Metropolitan Opera Company; Anr
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New Edison Diamond Amberola, Model 30; Price $30
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